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This is being recorded. Our webinars are all 
recorded for future reference and placed 
into our Resources section of the Neon 
One website with slides and transcript. It’ll 
be there tomorrow at the latest!

We will be taking questions. We want this 
to be an actionable resource for your 
organization, so please use the Q&A! 
There will be some polls as well, join in 
the conversation!

We’ll focus on both data and practice. 
This session will touch on some high level 
data, shift into focusing on specific 
examples, and then open up for 
discussion between our expert and you.

This is part of a much larger series. In the 
coming months, we will be unpacking donor 
behavior from six different perspectives and 
in many different formats.



Tim Sarrantonio
Neon One
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● Started with Neon CRM in 2011
● Helped raise over $3 million for various 

nonprofits
● Helped start two nonprofits
● Has done TEDx talks on the role of 

technology in philanthropy and 
re-envisioning galas

● Fundraising Effectiveness Project Steering 
Committee Member

● NonprofitPRO’s 2020 Technology 
Professional of the Year



The Lion and the Mouse, Aesop’s Fables

No act of kindness, no matter how 
small, is ever wasted.
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Overview

What You Will Learn:

■ What 2021 looked like across the nonprofit 
sector when it came to individual giving 
trends by our donors

■ The four key trends to keep in mind when 
designing your own strategy

■ The six tactical suggestions to supercharge 
your fundraising in 2022

■ Neon One product training - these insights 
are for everyone!

■ Deep details from the donor report - sign 
up to get that!

What You Won’t Learn:

Nonprofit professionals looking to understand what to expect around 
individual giving trends going into 2022.

Target Audience:



Poll Time



Citations and Methodology

FUNDRAISING EFFECTIVENESS PROJECT

The Fundraising Effectiveness Project (first established in 2006) and the Growth in Giving database (created in 
2012) are both administered jointly by the Association of Fundraising Professionals and GivingTuesday. The 
Growth in Giving database is the world’s largest public record of donation activity, with more than 241 million 
donation transactions, and is continuously updated by top fundraising software partners (in alphabetical 
order) Bloomerang, DonorPerfect, and Neon CRM. Additional partners include the 7th Day Adventists, The 
Biedermann Group, DataLake Nonprofit Research, and DonorTrends (a division of EveryAction). For more 
information and how you or your fundraising software provider can participate, please visit www.afpfep.org

METHODOLOGY

We removed organizations that did not have a minimum of 25 donors and $5,000 in revenue in each of the 
previous three years. We removed organizations at either tail of the revenue growth curve. If revenue growth 
was more than 300% or less than -66% in any of the past three years, organizations were removed. We 
weighted our data by organization size and NTEE major group to make it reflective of 2018 IRS filers in the $5K 
- $25M range of contributions. In 2018, there were 222K IRS filers in this contributions range and passing our 
growth and size filters, making this report representative of 4.3% of the total relevant filers. Details regarding 
estimation methodology for data drift (late reported data) can be found here.

https://data.givingtuesday.org/fep-report/www.afpfep.org.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hhgXfTTGyNbFBoEYfpQqDU_Vw8U4iQhnySazvfn-SQE/edit?usp=sharing


2021 - Cautious Optimism in 
the Nonprofit Sector

While much of the sector wide data is still 
being collected, some of the early signs that 
we are shifting into a new phase of 
pandemic related giving are:

● Continued rise in the number of 
donors supporting nonprofits

● Continued alignment with previous 
growth of individual giving YoY

● A significant increase in the number of 
recurring donors while not necessarily 
taking away from large one time gifts
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Neon One - What our clients saw in 2021

We conducted analysis against our own CRM clientbase and saw some specific insights we wanted 
to share that may align with the trends we’ll be presenting. 

New Recurring Donors

11.9%
2020 vs 2021 

Year Over Year Growth

$1000+ Donors

4.64%
2020 vs 2021 

Year Over Year Growth

Online Donations

477
Average Number of Online 

Donations Per NPO

Source: Neon One Dataset - 2020 - 2021



Four Trends To Watch



Trend #1: Increased Donor Pool
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Source: GivingTuesday Data Commons - Giving in Unprecedented Times: A Lookback at 2020 Charitable Giving in the United States
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Action #1: How can you find 
more donors?

More interested donors means more 
opportunities! Some of the ways to 
take advantage of a larger donor pool 
are to review:

● Communications Strategy
● Donor to Volunteer Pipeline



Trend #2: Small Org Drop Out
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Source: Fundraising Effectiveness Project / GivingTuesday 2021
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Action #2: How to survive a 
fundraising crisis

Pandemic trends clearly show that 
donor fatigue is properly a myth. 
Organizational drop out means these 
nonprofits stopped fundraising in a 
crisis, so you should revisit your:

● Emergency Response Planning
● Appeal Review Process
● Cross-Community Cooperation



Trend #3: More Small Dollar Donations
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Source: GivingTuesday Data Commons - Giving in Unprecedented Times: A Lookback at 2020 Charitable Giving in the United States
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Action #3: Leverage Small Dollar 
Donations

Small dollar donations are great! How 
can we deepen some of those 
advantages that they bring?

● Monthly Giving Programs
● Meaningful Gratitude For All 

Sized Gifts



Trend #4: Donor Retention, Again
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Source: GivingTuesday Data Commons - Giving in Unprecedented Times: A Lookback at 2020 Charitable Giving in the United States
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Action #4: How to reverse the 
retention crisis?

Surprise! Donor retention is still 
terrible and you will likely lose 8 out 
of 10 of your new 2021 donors. How to 
fix?

● Hire staff specific to retention of 
donors

● Automate the basics, invest in 
the personalization with a 
human touch



Poll Time



Six Ways To Supercharge 
Fundraising in 2022



Six Ways To Supercharge 
Fundraising in 2022

The following recommendations have been influenced by the questions you 
brought up when registering for today’s session:

“How do I effectively campaign for funds and donations?”

“The best strategy for increasing (up marketing) to current 
donors ... any new trends and practices!”

“What are the best ways to get first-time donors to become 
long-term repeating donors? Thank you for having webinars like 
this one!”

“Can you share a few insights into social media's role in shaping 
the forecast?”

Listening to your community
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1. Deepen the understanding 
of your donor base

Implement a Supporter Connection Survey:

● Motivation
● Higher capacity focus
● Monthly giving focus
● Bequest giving insights
● Donor Loyalty
● Demographic updates

Resource: Future Fundraising Now

https://www.futurefundraisingnow.com/future-fundraising/2019/06/one-easy-tool-that-will-transform-your-fundraising.html
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Create a proprietary photobank:

● Shareable file access location
● File naming system
● File tagging
● Folder organization
● Quick previews
● Templates for distribution
● Logo and brand elements

Resource: NonprofitMarCommunity

2. Focus more on visual 
storytelling around your mission

http://nonprofitmarcommunity.com/organize-nonprofits-visual-libraryhoworganize-your-nonprofits-visual-library/
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Invest in micro-moments for donor gratitude:

● Handwritten notes
● Phone calls
● Anniversary cards
● Social media shout-outs
● Office tours (virtual or in-person)
● Unique mission centered gifts
● Behind The Scenes Postcards

Resource: NonprofitDonor

3. Create big impact through small 
gratitude actions

https://nonprofitdonor.com/11-creative-ways-to-thank-a-donor/
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Establish reliable segmentation:

● 1st time donors
● Repeat donors
● Non-donors
● Monthly donors
● Prospects
● Large sized gift donors
● Volunteers
● Feedback Givers

Resource: Neon One

4. Segment your donor community

https://neonone.com/resources/event/nonprofit-appeal-segments/
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Create a thank you video to establish affinity:

● End of the year giving
● Happy birthday messages
● Holidays (did you get our calendar yet?)
● Autoresponders and Landing Pages

Resource: Constant Contact

5. Use video messaging as a layer 
to your gratitude plans

https://blogs.constantcontact.com/create-a-thank-you-video/
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Refresh your donation landing page:

● Secure giving URLs
● Captivating and on-brand images
● Donation amount
● Payment options
● Contact information in the footer
● Mobile friendly
● Social sharing
● The fold (e.g. no scroll view)

Resource: Elevation Web

6. Optimize your online 
donation page presence

https://blog.elevationweb.org/donation-landing-page-infographic


Poll Time



What’s Next?



Donors: Understanding The 
Future of Individual Giving
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Coming in February 2022

● Cutting edge research on 
post-pandemic donor behavior
○ Who are our donors?
○ What do our donors support?
○ When do our donors give?
○ Where are our donors?
○ Why do our donors give?
○ How do our donors give?

Early Access Sign Up

https://neonone.com/l/donor-report-early-sign-up


Building Relationships For 
Fundraising Success
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February 24, 2022 @ 2pm ET

● Sabrina Walker Hernandez
○ Will focus on the WHO of 

establishing donor relationships
○ Will help kick off our donor insights 

webinar series!

RSVP Today

https://neonone.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_9H1xJjp8TQW1k8Mu2tRlUg

